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This work aims to reveal humans’ inner
potential to communicate with the Divine,
after undertaking a developmental spiritual
journey of self-awareness. The communication with the Divine is on an equal footing,
since we’ve been created in his image and
likeness, as it’s stated in the Bible and in the
Torah. Furthermore, the book highlights the
role that humanity should have in Creation. It
also points out some female aspects of the
Divine. In this study the role of the Feminin in
shaping consciousness and in the contribution
of “Sophia” to humankind is re-evaluated: a
new Kabbalistic interpretation of Eva will be
given. Here the three quintessential initiatic
questions will find an answer: Who we are,
Where we came from and Were we are going.
INDEX
What gender is God? - Alef – Alef’s relationship with Adam – Alef’s relationship with the
Divine – Adam or Idem – Numerology – The
meaning of the numeric value of the verses –
Man, an inadequate animal – Who we are:
KèTheR (the Divine Crown) – Where we
came from: ChOKMàH (Wisdom) – Where
we are going: BYNàH (Intelligence)

Marina Busetto, scholar and researcher, ranges from Kabbalah to
esoterism, study of ancient language and religion and global healing
systems. After a long training period in the various holistic and
spiritual disciplines, she draws closer to the Kabbalistic teachings
thanks to the meeting with Michele Lotter, with whom she collaborates to write the book “Iniziazione alla Qabbalah” and founds A Kabbalah School in Treviso, Italy. Afterwards, she has many contacts with
Masters of several different Traditions and Nationalities to complete
her training, actively cooperatingwith some of them in their spiritual purpose. Since
1998 she holds Kabbalah courses and Seminars.
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